Painting 1 and 2
Art 107/8
Painting One and Two – Southwestern College. Spring 2016
M-w 9 AM - 11:50 AM Rm 802
INSTRUCTOR: Curtis Bracher
E-mail: cbracher@swccd.edu - Use email for all out-of-class communication
Office Hours: MW 11:50 - 12:30 (after class) Rm 802

Course Objectives
“In visual perception a color is almost never seen as it really is – as it physically is. This fact makes
color the most relative medium in art”
-J. Albers
Few people would deny that color is one of the most elusive and poetic elements in art. It is this
elusiveness that makes Painting both such a challenge and reward. Throughout this course students will be
moved in and out of a variety of techniques and histories of Painting, all in the name of a better
understanding of that elusiveness. We will do this by covering materials and techniques, spatial and color
relationships, various compositional strategies, as well as a thorough emphasis on expression. The goals of
this course are designed to bring not only an aptitude, but also to allow the student to better express
themselves, actively and directly, through the application of paint.

Learning Objectives
At the completion of this course students will have a working knowledge of the
following:
Student will have been introduced to the fundamental processes of
visual perception as well as artistic concept and expression
Students will be encouraged to develop an individual artistic voice
by means of exploration, expression, concept, and technique.
Student will have learned to use painting tools and equipment
for optimum results
Student will have developed vocabulary, a knowledge of basic
techniques and experienced the beginning processes of
painting
Student will have learned to organize Color both to describe
and to express.
Students will be able to recognize historical uses of paint and
reference major influences.
Students will discuss the dynamics of light and it’s effect on
painting emotion and form.
Student will have have learned how to apply paint to a surface in a
manner which creates an illusion of form, space and depth
Student will have developed an understanding of Contemporary Painting
Methods with a look towards further research.

Important Dates and School Policies
Important Dates
If you decide not to finish this course, you must drop the class through administrative channels. The last day
to add or drop for refund is Jan 4. The last day to withdraw without receiving a “W” is Jan 6th. The last day
to withdraw receiving a “W” is Jan 22nd . Other important dates to note: Jan 18th, No class - MLK Holiday.
Final: THURSDAY Jan 28th, 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM, Rm 802
Academic Honesty Policy
It is up to all of us to be strongly committed to upholding standards of academic integrity. These standards,
at a minimum, require that students never present the work of others as their own. Violations of academic
integrity include cheating, plagiarism and any other form of dishonest behavior. Any violation of this policy
will not be tolerated.
Disability Support Services (DSS) Accomodation Statement
Any student who, because of a disabling condition, may require special arrangements in order to meet the
Southwestern College recommends that students with disabilities or specific learning needs contact their
professors during the first two weeks of class to discuss academic accommodations. If a student believes
they may have a disability and would like more information, they are encouraged to contact Disability
Support Services (DSS) at (619) 482-6512 (voice), (619) 207-4480 (video phone), or email at
DSS@swccd.edu. Alternate forms of this syllabus and other course materials are available upon request.

Classroom Behavior
Please keep a considerate attitude throughout the semester. Disruptive behavior will be defined and dealt
with in terms of the policies of Southwestern College. Disruptive behavior includes (but is not limited to):
making/receiving cell phone calls, leaving and returning for reasons other than an emergency, private
conversations with classmates, repeated tardiness, sleeping, doing homework or any other extraneous
activity in class.
Despite their importance to our daily lives, there will be no reason to have your cell phones or other
electronic devices – e.g. Ipads, Laptops - on during class. You will be asked to leave, and thus
considered absent, if you ignore these basic considerations.
Academic Success Center
To further your success, reinforce concepts, and achieve the stated learning objectives for this course, I refer
you to Academic Success Center learning assistance services. You will be automatically enrolled in NC 3:
Supervised Tutoring, a free noncredit course that does not appear on your transcripts. Services are located in
the ASC (420), the Writing Center (420D), the Reading Center (420), Math Center (426), the Library/LRC
Interdisciplinary Tutoring Lab, MESA, specialized on-campus School tutoring labs, the Higher Education
Center, and the San Ysidro Education Center. Online learning materials and Online Writing Lab (OWL) are
available at www.swccd.edu/~asc.
This course adheres to the policies outlined in the Southwestern College Catalogue. For further information,
see the Academic Policies stated in that catalogue.

Class Participation and Attendance
A student’s participation, in the form of consistent attendance,
contributions to class discussions and completion of course assignments, is
essential to a successful learning experience. It is crucial that you attend
each class meeting at its scheduled starting time and be ready to work.
Habitual tardiness and/or absence will detrimentally affect your learning
and progress in the course.
You must attend all classes as well as the midterm and final. Nonattendance will result in a lower grade.
Each absence counts as a lack of participation, thus five points off
of the class total.
Please be aware that the school policy is to drop a student “if the hours of
unexcused absences for the session exceed the number of hours the class
meets per week, or if the student’s total hours of absence for any reason
exceed twice the number of hours the class meets per week”.

You are considered absent if:
You miss class, habitually arrive late, are disruptive, or
leave early.
Handouts and other materials will be available on the class Blackboard
page (You are enrolled in a Blackboard account the first day of class) I will
be more than happy to answer any questions you may have about an
assignment if you were present during the introduction of the assignment.
If you are absent, it is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to find out what you
missed from ANOTHER STUDENT BEFORE the beginning of the next
class session.

Lecture material will not be repeated, either in class or by email.

Instructor Absence

If the instructor misses any scheduled class time, there will be an outside-of-class assignment given as
homework. An example assignment would be a Museum or Gallery visit and write up. Participation will be
equivalent to the missed time. The project will be due within two weeks of the instructor absence. See
assignment handout if such an occasion arrises.

Make-Up Assignments

Due to the short length of class, there will be no Make-Up Assignments given, even for excused absences.
See instructor, in advance, for exceptions. Absences on scheduled tests, and the Final count as a
double absense. Tests cannot be taken at a later date.

Class Projects and Sketchbook Requirements
Students are required to participate in class projects. These projects are designed to help facilitate students
understanding and appreciation of the various concepts, techniques and processes of Art. This is not busy
work. If you put forth the effort and complete the project, you will do well. Students will be informed what
materials they will need. Students will be given assignment sheets explaining the requirements of each
project.
Note on Projects: Late or unfinished work will be graded down. Unfinished work must be completed before
receiving a grade.

Sketchbook

Students are required to keep a journal / sketchbook. This sketchbook should be maintained both in and
outside of the class. Throughout the semester, students will be given small assignments that will be done in
their sketchbooks. Each assignment must be clearly labeled (i.e. with the name of the assignment and the
date at the top of the page). Students are also required to show evidence of continuous work and progress of
thought throughout the semester, such as sketches, planning for projects, copies of images of interest,
written thoughts, photos of your own, and quotes.

Remember, a sketchbook is a personal planner—this is where the brainstorming is done and thoughts and
ideas are developed. Think of it as writing a book about yourself and the visual language to which you are
drawn. There is no right or wrong way to develop a sketchbook.

Grading
Grades will be determined by participation, tests, quizzes, as well as the quality and completion of
assignments. As this is a beginning class, technical competence will be discussed in the Final critique but
will not be a part of your grade,

Assignment of the grade breaks down as follows:

500 pts
100 pts

Class Projects, Homework and Participation
Quizzes and Tests on Lecture Material

200 pts

Final and Final Project

100-90% = “A”, 89-80% = “B”, 79-70% = “C”, 69-60% = “D”, Below 59% = “F”
Grading Criteria:
-

Understanding and Application of Visual Concepts and Techniques through projects and testing.
Exploration of Ideas - Quality of Execution
Participation in class discussion.
Ambition, Integrity and Demonstration of Growth.

“A” students complete all assignments on time and present them neatly in critiques. They miss few if any
class sessions. They participate verbally without being called upon, and their independent work is vigorous,
original and consistent throughout the term. Their work in all respect goes beyond the minimum, the
expected, and the required. Their cumulative portfolios show growth and a thorough understanding of the
concepts covered.
“B” students complete all assignments competently and on time. They present their work neatly in critique
sessions, where they participate when called on to do so. They miss few classes. Their independent work is a
bit spotty but overall exhibits commitment to surrounding issues with which they struggle. Their cumulative
folio shows growth and above average achievement.
“C” students complete most assignments on time, though some of their work may not be improved after
critique. They may display their work in critique with minimal attention to presentational standards. They
participate only when called upon in critiques. Attendance may be a problem. Their independent work may
not be consistent and their cumulative folios may show only minimal growth.
“D” students do not complete all assignments on time. Portfolio is minimal. Attendance is a problem.
“F” students do not complete the exercises and miss class often.

Required Materials
This class is about making art objects as a way to understand working color within the visual language.
Therefore, materials and supplies are essential and required. Other supplies may be needed as the
course progresses.
Art Bin or similar large container for your supplies.
Acrylic Paint and Mediums- various (see handout)
Permanent Green Light, Pthalo Green
Cadmium Red Dark
Alizaran Crimson, Diox. Purple
Cobalt Blue, Pthalo Blue
Cadmium Yellow Medium
Cadmium Orange
Titanium White
Black - We will hardly use any of this - will mix
darks instead. Buy a small amount
Acrylic Medium- Matte
Small Set of Gouache Paints Primaries and B/W
Brushes- Two sets – Rounds and Brights synthetic bristle (see
handout)
Acrylic Gesso, one gallon white, student grade
Supports- One pad canvas paper, 4 canvas boards/gessoed panels,
stretched canvases – bought as needed. We will stretch a canvas during the
middle of semester
Sketchbook, minimum size: 8”x11”
For Palette:

One sheet single-ply glass 18” x 24”
Matching 18” x 24” Masonite panel
Duct Tape

Jars and Containers+Lid for solvents
Rags, Dish Soap, Latex Gloves
Spray Bottle
Charcoal, compressed (suggested: Char-Kole) and uncompressed vine
Staple gun and staples
Apron (optional)
One roll of Plastic Wrap
3ft. piece of wood dowelling- 3/4 inch thick
Glue gun/stick, Masking tape
Xacto knife. 1 small and 1 large , Ruler (plastic grid)
One roll 36 exposure color film or disposable (or access to digital camera and printer)
Paper towels and cleaning material such as Simple Green. These are required as it is your constant responsibility to clean
up after each class. This includes both your individual workspace and the classroom. Clean-up is considered part of your
participation grade.
During the semester you will be required to have access to a digital camera. You may use a camera phone (minimum of 5
MP) but you must be able to have the pictures printed with high quality, even if at a local photo lab such as Kinkos, Costco
or Walmart

ALL MATERIALS* MUST BE BROUGHT TO EACH CLASS

Required Text
There is no required text for this course. The following book is suggested. It will be the book that I pull
information for quizzes.
Zelanski, Paul and Fisher, Mary. Color - Sixth Edition. Prentice Hall, NJ. 2010
Other Text suggestions:
Steven Bleicher, Contemporary Color, Theory & Use, Thomson Delmar Learning, 2005
Mayer, Ralph. The Artist’s Handbook of Materials and Techniques. Viking Penguin, New York, NY. 1940
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_painting - A starting point survey of Western Painting from Ancient –
Contemporary. Explore links and references.
Highly Suggested:
Itten, Johannes. The Elements of Color. NY, Wiley. 1970
Albers, Joseph. Interaction of Color. Yale University Press, New Haven, 1963
I will pass out a number of topic-related articles on color and content, all of which will be required
reading.

John Baldessari - What is Painting 1968 - Conceptual Series

CLASS SCHEDULE
Overview - Tenative Dates - See Class Project List for More Info
Wk

Discussion
1 Intro

Project - Activity

Due Dates

Bring Lemons

PAINT AS BODY
2 Nature of Art
Art as Engagement

Forbidden Narratives

2 Paint as Body

Nature Squares

3 Paint as Body

Media Explorations
Paint, Brush, Surface

3 Paint as Gesture

Linear Abstractions
Light Paintings

Squares Due

COLOR IS AS COLOR DOES
4 Color Theory Basics
Color is Relation

Color Chart Collage

4 Mixin’ Up

Paint Mixing

5 Color Organization - Schemes
Adobe Color App Demo

Scheme Triptychs
Color Samplin

Mixing/Color
Chart Collage
Due

5 Pushin and Pullin
5 Color Symbology

Color Comics

6 Color Symbology

Color Theory
Quiz

COLOR AS SHAPE
6 Thinking Shape not Subject

Abstraction Exercises

7 Shape of Value

Value Planes

7 The Shape of Color

Paint by Numbers

8 The Size of Color

Color Field Experiments

8 Stacking Shapes

Pet Portrait
Stretch Canvas

9 Paint Sandwhich

Contour Exercises

Comics Due
Class Critique

Group Paint
Installation

Wk

Discussion

Project - Activity

Due Dates

Balloon Animals
Lighting Basic Forms

Pet Portrait
Class Critique

THE FORM OF COLOR
9 Making Sense of Light
10 Planar Structure

Interlocking Planes/
Crumpled Paper
Sketchbook:Value
Puzzles

10 Planes of the Head
3D Modelling Demo - Low Poly
Meshin’

Grisalle Portrait of
Plaster Head

Color Form and
Shape Quiz

11 The Weight of Color

Volume Exercises - Mass
Gestures

Grisalle Portrait
Value Puzzles
Due

11 Sense of Color
Neil Haribson - The Sound of Color
Synaesthesia

Paint Smell/Taste

Sense
Paintings Class Critique

12 The Temperature of Light
Glazing Demo

Transparent Paintings
Painting Light/Dark

12 Painting Light
Painting Transparencies

Candle Paintings

13 A Moment of Color
Impressions

Halftone Exercises

13 Optical Mixing
Color Averaging
Close Encounters

Color Dot Collages
Optical Mixing Portrait

14 Close Encounters
Chuck Close Methodology

Optical Mixing Portrait

Color Dot
Collage
Sketchbook

14 The Perspective of Color

History of Perspective
Depth Cue Exercises

Optical
Mixing
Portrait Due

15 Parrallax Demo
Tilt-Shift Photography
Tableau Vivant
Allegory Discussion

Momento Mori Double Meanings
Portrait

Color
Perception Quiz

15 Painting Change - Time

Hockney’s Joiners Multi-View PhotoPaintings

THE PERCEPTION OF COLOR

Transparency
Due

THE COLOR OF SPACE

16 Final Preparations

Momento
Mori Due

PROJECT LIST
What follows is a repository of class projects, exercises, demos, sketchbook explorations, readings,
artists, and videos. It should be considered an overview, both a starting point for many beginning
concepts and techniques of Painting as well as a jumping off point for further studies in conteporary
color. Not all of this information will be covered (in one class). See above for your particular class
schedule.
Week 1

Discussion

Class Introductions Go over class syllabus, procedures, expectations. Discussion of materials list.
Research, How to use (and not to use) Wiki. Image Repositories such as Getty,
Flickr. Campus Library and Computer Services, Used Textbook sites such as
www.alibris.com.
Pinterest Secret Boards - As Sketchbook

Reading/Artists

Mayer, Ralph. The Artist’s Handbook of Materials and Techniques. Viking Penguin, New York, NY. 1940
http://www.webexhibits.org/pigments/
Klee, Paul. The Diaries of Paul Klee, 1898-1912. University of California Press, Berkeley, CA. 1964
Tolstoy "What is Art?"

Homework

Homework: Bring to Class:

THREE LEMONS

Week 1

Nature of Art
All perceiving is also thinking, All reasoning is also intuition, All observation is also invention."
- Joseph Kosuth, Conceptual Artist

Discussion

What is art? How is art about experience or an object? How are you a part of Art? Why is art
important? Why is art important to you? How does the Visual Language effect you on a constant
basis?
The need to be creative? Are you creative? Discuss purposes and functions of the creative response.

Reading/Artists

Week 1

About.com What is Art?
Wiki: Art
the experimental experience - John Dewey
Tolstoy "What is Art?"
Kant and Hume on Art
Art, Design, Gestalt Theory
Love, Terence. “Design as a social process: bodies, brains and social aspects of designing”, Journal of Design
Research 3(1) 2003.
Fischer, Ernst. The Necessity of Art. Penguin Books, Middlesex, England. 1959
Ball, Phillip. Bright Earth: Art and the Invention of Color, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, 2003
Berger, John. Ways of Seeing. Viking Press, New York, NY. 1972
Henri, Robert. The Art Spirit. Harper and Row Publishers, New York, NY, 1923
Kandinsky, Wassily. Concerning the Spiritual in Art. Dover Publications.
Dewey, John. Art as Experience. Perigree Books, New York, NY, 1934

Art as Activity

exercise

Paul Isaacs - Easy Juggling

Week 1

Discussion

Art as Engagement - You are Art, Art is You
Seeing Art as a Process of Action, Idea, Exploration, Expression, Experience and Perception. Active
Engegement. See Art as You Explored. Art is to be acted on, felt and experienced. From it you should
be acted on, feel and experience. Art is a collaboration within a place. Art, like an emotion or idea is
grown as much as it is seen. See Art as a question rather than an answer.

Maiori Community Meeting House

JP Wheeler

Sketchbook

Week 1

Discussion

Socially engaged - Rural Village Democracy
Project

Yoko Ono - Cut Piece

EEG (electroencephalography), hardware
turning brainwaves into art

Marina Abramović

Ana Mendieta

Full Disclosure - Forbidden Narratives Story in Collage. Tell us something about
yourself that you’ve been afraid to tell before. The challenge is to be vulnerable. (Don’t worry, no one
has to see it)

Visual Expression - Painting as Elemental Color
Color in the Visual Language. The elements of art are components or parts of a any visual that can
be abstracted, isolated and defined. They are the building blocks used to create a work of art. Their
particular combinations and placement within any bounded image is important to understanding
meaning and content.

POINT, LINE, TEXTURE, SHAPE, FORM, VALUE, COLOR, SPACE, TIME

Week 1

Exploring Paint as a Body - Material Basics
Understanding the Physical Nature of Paint. What is Paint?
Pigment? Binder? Discussion of each as choice, concept, decision,
translations, motives. Types of Paint. Tools. Types of Brushes,
Mediums, Surfaces, Supports. Explore physical properties of
Painting.

Mayer, Ralph. The Artist’s Handbook of Materials and Techniques. Viking
Penguin, New York, NY. 1940
http://www.webexhibits.org/pigments/
Ball, Phillip. Bright Earth: Art and the Invention of Color, University of Chicago
Press, Chicago, IL, 2003
Byrne, Alex and Hilbert, David. Readings on Color - The Philosophy of Color - vol 1.
MIT Press, Cambridge. 1997
Acrylate Polymer

Project

Discussion

Demo

Make Palette. Set up paint station.

Media and Tool Discussion. Anything can be a media or tool, used as a vehicle for visual discussion.
Painting tool development. Matching Description of a thought or moment.
Brush and Brush Handling,

Week 1
Project

Homework

Exploring Paint as a Body
- Ideas from Nature
PPattern
Textural Considerations. Dirt Paintings using various thickeners such as modeling paste, wall patch,
dirt, sand, etc, on gessoed board. Three hour painting. Considering physical nature of paint and
process of painting as a “Fat Over Lean”, thin to thick procedure.
Bring large, clear photos (3) of natural landscapes.
Tachism and L'Art Informel, Jean Dubuffet,
Japan's Gutaij Group Manifesto , Wiki: Gutai_group – Concrete:The process of damage or destruction is celebrated
as a way of revealing the inner "life" of a given material or object
Fluvial/Deltaic/Coastal Landforms
Faces of the Earth , http://www.flickr.com/search/?q=landforms
Solo Flights: The Aerial Photographs of Robert Hartman , Oakland Museum, 2003 – Hartman uses infrared film to
photograph land formations in abstract color
Westphal, Ruth. American Scene Painting: California 1930s and 1940s, Westphal Publishing, Irvine, California.
1991
Wiki: Anselm Kiefer , http://www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/kiefer
Robert Ayers (June 27, 2006), Anselm Kiefer at Aldrich Contemporary, ARTINFO

Sketchbook

Nature Squares - Media and Tools as Expression - See Handout
Reproducing the textures of Nature as graphic marks. Increasing the descriptive quality of your line/
mark-making vocabulary. Textural Considerations.

video

Andy Goldsworthy - Rivers and Tides
Secret of Kells

Week 1

Discussion

Reading/Artists

exercise

First Point of Contact - Painting as Gesture
Line is an abstract symbol for Movement and Direction. It is an aspect of the visual language that we
use to describe activity. Dicuss the difference between a mark, line, edge and an outline. MarkMaking as a way of expression. Painting, first approach, point of contact between art and life.
Mark-Making as the singular, instantaneous notation of a shared understanding between you and the
object of your attention. Spontaneous, felt, It is where you touch the object and where the object
touches you..… Brush-Painting tool development. Painting as Performance. Gesture of a thought or
moment.
Abstract Expressionism
Kelley, Jeff, ed. Alan Kaprow: Essays on the Blurring of Art and Life. University of California Press, Berkeley, CA.
1993
Foster, Susan Leigh. Choreographing Empathy: Kinesthesia in Performance. Routledge, 2010
Noland, Carrie and Ness, Sally Ann; Migrations of Gesture . Univ Of Minnesota Press
Franz Kline, Robert_Motherwell, Jackson Pollock, Joan Mitchell, Cy Twombly, Robert Rauchenburg, Arshile Gorky,
Franz Kline, Mark Tobey, Willem de Kooning, , J. Mitchell, Brice Marden Brice Marden, Zak Smith, Vic Munoz
Aboriginal art , Indian Kolam
Paul Klee, Wassily Kandinsky, Franz Marc, German Expressionists - Die Brücke and Der Blaue Reiter
Jackson Pollock, segment of Hans Namuth film on Pollock http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cgBvpjwOGo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QccOqJ2WG8k_ Ana Mendieta
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbQcGdyT86M&feature=related - Kolam

Linear Abstraction
Look at Line or Brush/Mark-Making as a way of expression. Painting as Performance. Brush–Making.
Exercise: Use newly made brush to paint a linear abstraction creating depth. Multi-Cultural
considerations. Watch Naumuth video on Pollack. Latex House Paint on paper.

Week 1

exercise

Painting as Movement - Light Gestures
Considering your personal gesture as expressive. Using movement - body, arms hands - to Paint
gesturally with LED lights and a Digital Camera. Create Linear Movement and Action.

http://www.flickr.com/groups/lightdrawing/pool/

http://www.diyphotography.net/painting_with_light - DIY Photo - Painting with Light Tutorial
http://theboosteronline.com/2011/09/27/how-to-light-paint - Light Painting

COLOR IS AS COLOR DOES

Tokujin Yoshioka

Color emerges from the Interaction of Light - Goethe
Week 2

Discussion

Homework

Reading/Artists

Color Theory Basics
Color Theory Basics: Overview of basic Color Theory. Understanding Light as Color. Color being a
relative interplay of light. Color Properties. Hue, Value, Chroma. Visual mixing vs. Paint mixing.
Subtractive vs Additive. Color Movement - Temperature - Cool vs Warm.
Readings on Goethe, Albers and Gage, Munsell.
Read Chpt Nine from Zelansky/Fischer: Color - Notes available on Class Blackboard

Wiki: Munsell color system as 3-D
Wyszecki, G., & Stiles, W. S. Color science: Concepts and methods, quantitative data and formulae. 2nd ed. New
York, NY: John Wiley & Son. 1982
Findlay, Victoria. Color: A Natural History of the Palette, Random House Books, NY, 2003

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang. The Theory of Colors, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1970
Neil Ribe, Friedrich Steinle: Exploratory Experimentation: Goethe, Land, and Color Theory. Physics
Today, July 2002
Schopenhauer, On Vision and Colors, Providence: Berg, 1994
Westphal, Jonathan, "Colour: a Philosophical Introduction", Aristotelian Society Series, Vol. 7, Oxford, Blackwell, 1991
Wittgenstein, Ludwig. Remarks on Colour, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978.
Newton, Isaak. Optiks, 1704

HUE
CHROMA
VALUE

Week 2
Discussion

exercise

PPattern
Color Theory Basics - Color
is Relation - Schematics
Color Relations - Interactions. Color is NEVER understood by itself - always in relation. Discussion
as to how each color relates to other. Color Wheel, both 2-D and 3-D. Color Schematics.
Monochromatic, Analgolous, Complimentary, Triad, Split Complimentary, Double Complimentary.

Color Theory Basics - 12 Step Color Wheel Collage
Cut-out Collage. Find “slivers” of printed color that match one of the Hue sections for the 12 step
color wheel. Can use whole, iconic object if it is mostly that singular hue. Fill each section of the
wheel completely. No white spaces should show through. No words, just use color. Cut cleanly and
completely. Must be at least 18” in diameter. Use white surface
Extra Credit: Shift each section’s value gradation from dark to light.

Week 2
Discussion

exercise

Color Theory Basics - Color is Relation - Lets Mix
Color chart exercises. Finding out what your paint material can do mixed, blended, combined, and
contrasted.

Color Chart Grids:
Tones and Shades
Contrast Grid
Nuetrals
Skin tones

exercise
Discussion

Sketchbook

12 Hues - Minimum of Three steps each. (more steps are better)
1” grid boxes
Add each mixed color to a separate, randomized grid. Color
Movement in relation. 1” grid boxes
Mixing complimentary pairs towards nuetral greys and browns. 2”
grid boxes. Natural pairings
Create a pallete of various skin tones by mixing different types and
amounts of red, yellow and blue. Full range from dark to light. Try
not to use black or white. Photoshop Filter - Fragment

Color Theory Basics - Color is Relation - Samplin’
Using Color generator applications like Adobe’s Color, you can capture, design, and otherwise interact
with color rules, ranges, schemes, and combinations of any visual. While digital solutions are not the
final answer for much of what color can accomplish, they do offer a significant resource and guide.
The Adobe app, for instance, can sample, from your phone, the color range or scheme that a
particular scene represents. It will subtly shift various samples towards a predefined schematic of
your choice. These five samples, or swatches, can be terrific learning tools and a jumping off point
towards a real, felt, emotive communication.
Download Color app. Sample five scenes. Save resulting 5 swatch schemes. Match each
color by mixing Acrylic. Results in Sketchbook. See Handout

Week 2
Discussion
exercise

Week 2

Discussion

Color Theory Basics - Color is Relation - Interactivity -Albers
Color is understood through experience. We need to train our eyes to understand color and begin to
see the differences between colors. Through comparison and contrast of different colors one begins
to understand how colors interact and how to apply this to color usage.

Color Theory Basics - Color is Relation - Combination and Contrast
Color relativity. In the contrast of one color next to another, paint relationships are a visual,
symbolic, active experience. Color Movement. Intro to Johannes Itten’s Contrasts. Paint Symbolic
Landscape in series based on Itten’s Contrasts(7). Consider transitions from one color to another
Johannes Itten was one of the first people to define and identify strategies for successful color
combinations. Through his research he devised seven methodologies for coordinating colors
utilizing the hue's contrasting properties. These contrasts add other variations with respect to the
intensity of the respective hues; i.e. contrasts may be obtained due to light, moderate, or dark
value.

Homework

Research Itten’s contrasts - e.g. www.worqx.com, Froebel on Itten
Ittens seven kinds of color contrast are the following:
• Contrast of Hue
• Light-Dark Contrast
• Cold-Warm Contrast
• Complementary Contrast
• Simultaneous Contrast
• Contrast of Saturation
• Contrast of Extension

Reading/Artists

http://www.webexhibits.org/colorart/contrast.html
Froebel on Itten
Duchamp, Futurists, Fauves, Monets Haystacks, Late impressionism.
Hans Hoffman. Wolf Kahn, Milton Avery

Week 2

Discussion

Color Theory Basics - Color is Relation - Pushin’ and Pullin’
Color Temparature. Understanding Warm/Cool Movement. Dark/Light Contrast, Positive/Negative
Space. Push/Pull Theory - tension between space, form, color and planes.
“The key to Hofmann’s paintings is his passion for nature, whether perceived on location, from memory,
or imagination. He incessantly probed natural elements, focusing on volume, and geometric forms in
positive and negative spaces. It was the object, he said, that creates the negative or positive space, not,
as traditionally conceived, that an object is placed in a space. If an object creates space, then it is light
that creates form. Similarly, light makes color in nature, but color creates light in painting”. –
hanshoffman.net

COOL

WARM

Colors perceptually MOVE. Color theory has described perceptual and psychological effects to this
contrast. Warm colors are said to advance or appear more active in a painting, while cool colors tend
to recede; used in interior design or fashion, warm colors are said to arouse or stimulate the viewer,
while cool colors calm and relax. Most of these effects, to the extent they are real, can be attributed
to the higher saturation and lighter value of warm pigments in contrast to cool pigments. Thus,
brown is a dark, unsaturated warm color that few people think of as visually active or psychologically
arousing.

exercise

Reversing Fields
Like the above Mattisse painting “The Red Studio”, paint three small versions of an interior, each with
a different temperature movement. Paint a wall a cool color, in the next, paint it a warm color, in the
next, different again. Three paintings for comparison. Acrylic on Canvas Board - Each: 8” x 10”

Reading/Artists

Hans Hoffman, wiki:Hans_Hofmann,
Herskovic, Marika. American Abstract Expressionism of the 1950s An Illustrated Survey, New York
School Press, 2003.
Greenberg, Clement. Hofmann. Paris, Editions Georges Fall, 1961
Synthetic Cubism - Second Phase of Cubism, Juan Gris, Image Gallery
http://www.filterforge.com/filters/501.html - Synthetic Cubism Photoshop Filter

Week 2

Color Theory Basics - Color Narrative - Symbols and Analogy

Discussion

homework
Reading/Artists

Read and use : Handout – Color Symbolism
Post Impressionism : Paul Sérusier, Paul Ranson, Henri de ToulouseLautrec, Arts and Crafts Movement, Les Nabis: Paul Gauguin,
Pierre Bonnard, Edouard Vuillard and Maurice Denis
Symbolist Manifesto , color synesthesia , scene from
“Ratatouille”
Gage, John. Color and Culture: Practice and Meaning from
Antiquity to Abstraction. University Cal Press, Berkeley. 1999
Gage, John. Colour and Meaning - Art, Science and Symbolism..
University Cal Press, Berkeley. 2000
Theroux, Alexander. Primary Colors: Three Essays. NY; Henry
Holt, 1994
Findlay, Victoria. Color: A Natural History of the Palette,
Random House Books, NY, 2003
http://iteslj.org/cw/2/vm-colorexp.html Online Color Crossword
http://www.warpaths2peacepipes.com/native-american-symbols/
blinky palermo to the people of new york city 1976

Week 2
project

Color Theory Basics - Color
PPattern
Narrative - Symbols and Analogy
Color Comics - Color as Symbolic Narrative
Paint and Collage Narrative story using only color symbolism to tell tale (no words).
Collage-Acrylic on Canvas board or Gessoed Panel.
Minimum six panels.

homework
Discussion
Reading/Artists

Five Points of Narrative Handout. Read and Discuss
Story-Telling as Expression
Wiki: Graphic Novel
Time Magazine: Top Ten Graphic Novels
Illuminated Manuscripts of Early Christianity
Stained Glass Cathedral Windows
Byzantine Tilework
Sand Paintings

Medieval India Mughal Miniature Paintings
Nancy Spero, Robert Raushenburg,
Early Silent German Expressionists Films (as a source of dramatic symbolism):
Robert Wiene – The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari 1920, Paul Wegener - The Golem 1920
F. W. Murnau – Nosferatu 1922
Neo-Expressionism - Sigmar Polke, George Baselitz, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Phillip Guston, Francisco Clemente,
David Salle, Leon Gollub, A.R Penck, Julio Galan

THE SHAPE OF COLOR
Week 2

Discussion

Week 2

Discussion

Reading/Artists

exercise

Thinking Shape not Subject
Descriptive Shape, Variety of Shape. Specific Area of Color. Contour. Proportion. 2D space. Reading
the object as a series of visual shapes rather than what it is named. Moving from the complex to the
simple. Positive and Negative shape. Shape as a series of relations - to each other and to the outer
boundaries. Perceptual considerations - Figure and Ground, Similarity, Proximity or Contiguity,
Continuity, Closure, Area, Symmetry.

Shape as Subject - Color goes Abstract
greater emphasis on visual sensation than the depiction of objects
Artwork that reshapes the natural world for expressive purposes is called abstract; that which derives from, but
does not imitate a recognizable subject is called nonobjective abstraction. In the 20th century the trend toward
abstraction coincided with advances in science, technology, and changes in urban life, eventually reflecting an
interest in psychoanalytic theory.[14] Later still, abstraction was manifest in more purely formal terms, such as
color, freedom from objective context, and a reduction of form to basic geometric designs.Robert Delaunay,
1912-1913, Le Premier Disque, placed In music, the term abstraction can be used to describe improvisatory
approaches to interpretation, and may sometimes indicate abandonment of tonality. Atonal music has no key
signature, and is characterized by the exploration of internal numeric relationships.[4]

National Gallery of Art: Abstraction.
Catherine de Zegher and Hendel Teicher (eds.), 3 X Abstraction. NY/New Haven: The Drawing Center/Yale University Press. 2005.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstraction

Week 2

Sketchbook
exercise

Thinking Shape not Subject - Shaping Flat, Suggesting Expression
Pare down a series of objects - such as Theo Van Doesburg’s Cow - into a series of abstract geometric
shapes of color. Use the five different ways of abstraction - distilling, ordering, compression,
referencing, physicality . See abstraction handout.

Theo van Doesburg. Composition VIII (The cow) 1931

Reading/Artists

Week 2

exercise

Russian Constructivists, Wassily Kandinsky, Geometric Abstraction, Bauhaus
Mondrian and DeStijl

The Shape of Color
Work towards using shape and color together as expression. Flattening an
object into two dimensions. Working on the flat surface of the canvas - or
picture plane - Shapes must contain suggestions of form, volume, space
and expression, as well as interact with each other. Copy a Master
painting. Paint flat shapes paying attention to size, edge direction, proportion and
placement within the picture plane. Fill shapes with a new expressive color
scheme based on one of Itten’s Contrast’s. Gouache on Illustration Board.

Week 2

The Shape of Color - Value Planes

Discussion

Looking for value shapes and groupings within an object and its space. How value defines structure
and depth.

exercise

Paint-by-Numbers - The Value of Shape
Trace Phillip Pearlstein’s grisaille oil sketch as variation in value shapes, assign value #’s 1-8. Paint
tracing using a palette based on Itten’s Contrast of Saturation. Goauche on paper.

Reading/Artists

Phillip Pearlstein, Lucien Freud
Bird, William L. Jr. Paint by Number: The How-to Craze that Swept the Nation. New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 2001
http://americanhistory.si.edu/paint/introduction.html Paint by Numbers History
Crowther, Paul. Pictorial Space, Planar Structure and the Possibility of Art. British Journal of Aesthetics
2008 48(2):175-192
Komar Melamid Least and Most Wanted Paintings

Week 4
Discussion

Week 2

exercise

The Principles of Visual Communication - Using Visual Forces
Discussion of how Color is considered within the various Principles of Visual Design. Weight,
Placement, Movement, Direction, Contrast, Ryhthm, Size. Playing with perceptive expectations

The Shape of Color - Using Shape and Color for Description

Monster Portraits - What Color describes Fear?

Week 2
Discussion

Big Color, Little Color -PPattern
The Size of Color
The Size of Color. The shape/proportion of a color as meaning.

exercise

Itten’s Contrast of Intensity and Proportion. Prep a Mural

Reading/Artists

Kasimir Malevich. Suprematism (Supremus No. 58), 1918
Sonia Delaunay. Rythme 1938
Monique Prieto. Circus
Maya Hayuk. Mural Two
Color Field - Color Field Painting - The Artstory - http://www.theartstory.org/movement-color-fieldpainting.html
Mark Rothko
http://clyffordstillmuseum.org/ - Clifford Still Museum
Barnett Newman, Mark Rothko, Helen Frankenthaler, Kenneth Noland, Morris Louis, Frank Stella,
Ellsworth Kelly
Art Lies: Monique Prieto - http://www.artlies.org/article.php?id=1240&issue=47&s=0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suprematism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazimir_Malevich

Week 2

The Scale of Color - Color in Collaboration

Discussion

exercise

Reading/Artists

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexican_muralism Orozco, Siqueiros, Rivera
Indych-López, Anna. Muralism Without Walls: Rivera, Orozco, and Siqueiros in the United States, 1927-1940.
Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press 2009.
Anreus, Robin Adèle Greeley, and Leonard Folgarait, eds. Mexican Muralism: A Critical History. Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press 2012.
Campbell, Bruce. Mexican Murals in Times of Crisis. Tucson: University of Arizona Press 2003.
Charlot, Jean. The Mexican Mural Renaissance, 1920-1925. New Haven: Yale University Press 1967.
Coffey, Mary. How a Revolutionary Art Became Official Culture: Murals, Museums, and the Mexican State. Durham:

Week 2

Discussion

Reading/Artists

PPattern
Topography - Building Color
from the Ground Up

Topography involves the recording of relief or terrain, the three-dimensional quality of the surface,
and the identification of specific forms. expressed in contoured terms of elevation, slope, pitch and
orientation of three dimensional features.
Dutch - Fleming Art - Surface of Dynamic Movement, Flashing Color Loosely stacked
Brushwork
Rembrandt, Franz Hals, Johannes Vermeer, Peter Paul Ruebans, Anthony van Dyck,
Early Baroque paintings - Cornelilius van haarlem - fall of Rebel Angels - 1588
AshCan Painters - Robert Henri, George Luks, William Glackens, John Sloan, George Bellows
Robert Henri Dutch Girl 1907

video

Franz Hals - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0PSgsp-6zI

Week 2

demo

PPattern
Topography - Building Color
from the Ground Up
Contoured Shapes as building Surface dimension. Demonstration turning a photograph into a
layered, topographical vector painting that you can use as reference. Using Adobe Photoshop and
Illustrator as painting tool.

http://blog.spoongraphics.co.uk/tutorials/how-to-create-a-beautiful-vector-portrait-in-illustrator

Week 2

Discussion

PPattern
Stacking Shapes - Thinking
Global, Acting Local
Back to Front, Dark to Light, Big to Little . Painting Background first, Big Overall Shapes to lay in
the size and placement of the object, stack smaller shapes over that. Darker Colors as a base with
lighter colors over top. Think dicreet detail last. Brushwork as a Specific Shape of Color, Consider
Contrast as a way of building depth and volume. You won’t always paint in this direction, but it will
be your method often

Classroom Exercise and Demonstration
First: Paint a Sphere by stacking successfully smaller and
lighter shapesover top of each other. Hint at Light Source
(form and volume) by placing each of the shapes up and
to the left. Second: Try an Egg as a more organic
form

Week 2

PPattern
Stacking Shapes - Contours

Discussion

Continue discussion of Shape Contours as well as the stacking order of actions in a painting.
Back to Front, Dark to Light, Big to Little . Painting Background first, Big Overall Shapes to lay in
the size and placement of the object, stack smaller shapes over that. Darker Colors as a base with
lighter colors over top. Think dicreet detail last. Brushwork as a Specific Shape of Color, Consider
Contrast as a way of building depth and volume. You won’t always paint in this direction, but it will

exercise

Bring Headshot of you or a loved one. Run photo through Photoshop Filter (Smart Blur, Dust and
Scratches, Posterize, Copy with Adjustment Layer Smart Blur to clean it up, Blend - Multiply) This
will get you a series of stacked islands-shapes to help you see how depth is created, as well as the
value/hues to create a pitch or terrian on your canvas. Re create shapes - cut out of colored paper.
Collage - Paper on Board. Need Tracing Paper for tracing the shapes

Week 2

Project Discussion

Demo

PPattern
Stacking Shapes - Paint
Sandwich
Working with Shape Contours, Paint a Self-Portrait from photo. Layer brushstrokes as shapes
working from Back to Front, Dark to Light, Big to Little, Fat over Lean, Details Last.
We will demo acrylic set-up, procedures, how to mix skin tones, as well as other considerations of
hue and value choices. We will stretch our own 24” x 34” canvas. See Handout

Demo

Demo

http://emptyeasel.com/2013/09/16/how-to-paint-portraits-from-photographs-a-step-by-step-oil-paint-tutorial/

Week 2

discussion

exercise

Skin Tones - White is not
White, PPattern
Black is Not Black
Painting skin can be simultaneously rewarding and
frustrating. Partially, this is because there is no “out-ofthe-box” correct answer on how to paint skin
(stereotypes aside). Put simply: White skin is anything
but white. If you use Black in darker skin, you are
doing it wrong. Like every object, skin reflects all
wavelengths of color in different amounts at different
times.
Effusive, enigmatic, expressive, painting skin tone
requires a dynamic range of nuetral colors, tones and
shades, as well as a full consideration of biological
functions and factors as the body relates to it’s
environment.
Collect three photographs of human body with lots of
skin. Each photo should be of a person with different
nationalities. Run photos through a Photoshop filter Fragment and Crystalize. See variety of hues and
tones. Use these to make your skin tone pallette.

Jenny Saville

Considerations of Color in Skin Tones
Proportions and Mixture of Red, Blue, Yellow - Match the Tones and Shades, Form, Contrasts
Pigment in the Skin. Undertones
Temperature/Color of Light Source
Time of Day/Night
Reflections from nearby objects
Ambient Light Function of the Body part
Body Activity

Overall Tone. Can be symbolic and Expressive
Overall Tone. Shifts proportions.
Overall Tone, Strength of Contrast and Shadows
Adds to the dynamic range of Hues and Values
Environmental - High Key/Low Key Contrasts
Density of Skin Pigment, Adds expression (e.g. scars)
Adds expressive, gestural, symbolic color

THE FORM OF COLOR
Week 2

Discussion

exercise

The Form of Color - Shapes Creating Form
Like line, Form doesn’t exist but instead is another abstract
quality of an object or idea. Form represents concepts that are
underneath the surface, inside. Form is the intuitive
understanding of how to BUILD the basic
STRUCTURE of an object, on which you then put
all the details. Form stands for Volume, Mass
and the Space the object takes up in the
world. Forms contain suggestions that Shapes
do not. They look like they exist in a space. There
is depth with a definite foreground, mid and
background. There is volume that you could touch
or fill up. There are more planes (similar area/surface)

Form Building - Cartoon balloon animals to build and
touch form. Intuitive approach to understanding how
Form builds structure. Understanding how Time/Touch
are a part of Perception.

The Form of Color - Making
Sense of Light
PPattern
Discussion: Logic of Light - Travels Straight and Bounces, Light Sources, Types of

Light and Color Temperature, Value Patterns, Contrasts and Changes. Planes of
Color/Value.

ambient

ambient

direct

direct
reflected
reflected

Week 2
discussion

The Form of Color - Light
Patterns
PPattern
Light produces very specific patterns that take very specific shapes in very specific order as they
wrap around a form

HIGHLIGHT, LIGHT, SHADOW, CORE SHADOW,
REFLECTED LIGHT, CAST SHADOW

exercise

Fruity Forms
Paint still life of basic forms. Set up Fruit Bowl still life, single light
source.

Week 2

discussion

Planar Structure
PPattern
- Value Planes
Each section - or plane - of a form has a specific hue/value depending on it’s relationship to the
light source. Making sense of this relationship will help you build depth and volume to the
objects you depict.
Crumpled Paper Exercise
Divide a canvas board into a small
interlocking triangles (paper and
cloth bend in straight lines). Using
either an analgolous or splitcomplimentary color scheme, paint
the planes of the paper according to
light pattern. Complete each plane
from edge to edge as a flat tone.
No gaps, no gradients.

exercise

Kieth Tyson Wide Screen

Week 2

demo

Visible Form - Value Planes
PPattern
as Structure, Volume, Depth
Photoshop Adjustment - Posterize 4, 5, 6 Levels Drawing. Taking a number of photos through the image
adjusting abilities of Photoshop to see and better understand the way that very specific value shapes define
structure, volume, and space. It is suggested that you do this a number of times and sketch the results in your
sketchbook. Photoshop Actions

Week 2

Planar Structure - Planes
PPattern
of the Head
See the way light wraps the OVERALL form rather than just looking at discreet detail such as an
eyelash or nostril. Each plane is a different value depending on it’s relationship with the light
source. Value changes around form.
Crowther, Paul. Pictorial Space, Planar Structure and the Possibility of Art. British Journal of
Aesthetics 2008 48(2):175-192

exercise

Planes of the Head - Grisalle Oil Sketch
Paint Grissalle Oil Sketch - wrapping planes of the head. Monochromatic. Value Groupings Family of Values. Contrast. Acrylic wash on Canvas Board

Week 2
sketchbook

Topologies - Shapes Creating Form - Value Puzzles
Create value plane collage using various cut-outs from magazines. Match tone and value
to each section of the face. Create a form. Make sure it is tight like a puzzle - no
unintentional gaps.

Planar Structure - 3D Modeling
Topographical mapping. Building Form through planar changes in Value - Dark
to Light - Tone and Shade. In 3d CG applications such as Maya, they use
Topological geometry (mesh) to allow or contain stretching and bending (color,
light, textures, shadows) across an object. Color Contrast and Relation,
Understanding how color changes create movement in all directions.
3D -Topology Examples - Middle-Aged Woman Character - Body, Hands, Head
Inductively Generated Formed Topology
Realistic Face Modeling
Andrew Klein Excellent Tutorials - Guerilla Project
Roy, Kenny How to Cheat in Maya 2014 Character Building. Focal Press. 2013
Amin, Jahirul. Beginners Guide to Character Creation in Maya. 3dtotal Publishing 2015
Rodriguez, David. Animation Methods - Rigging Made Easy. CreateSpace 2013
exercise: Draw low poly mesh drawing over photographs.

discussion

exercise

demo

Week 2

discussion

demo

Planar Structure - Low Poly Meshin’
Dividing up each section of the face, hair, neck and shoulder into facets or value
planes, we will make a low-poly mesh illustration to use for a portrait.
Understand value groupings, structure and form.
Advanced Photoshop Low Poly Mesh Part 1
Advanced Photoshop Low Poly Mesh Part 2

exercise

Planar Structure - Low Poly Paintin’
Paint the Low-Poly Illustration with an analgolous or double-complimentary color scheme. To
concentrate on Form, limit palette to value changes and contrasts.

Week 2

discussion

Volume of Form - The Weight of Color - Contact
Volume, Mass, Weight of a form and how Color’s interaction excentuates the
perception of gravity. Painting a point of Contact and Relationship.
Jenny Saville Cooke, Rachel .Jenny Saville: 'I want to be a painter of modern life, and modern bodies'. The
Guardian (London). 9 June 2012

Jenny Saville, Lucien Frued, Lisa Yuskavage, Marlene Dumas
http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/marlenedumas-image-burden

Reading/Artists

Marlene Dumas - http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/marlene-dumasimage-burden
Lucien Freud, Lisa Yuskavage,
Tricks to adding Weight and Gravity Effects 3D Animations - John Lasseter

THE PERCEPTION OF COLOR
Week 2
discussion

A Sense of Color

PPattern

Color Perception. Understanding Color is more than Visual Perception. Color through the Senses.
Human Cyborg Neil Harbisson is colorblind. He implanted a sensing device into his brain that scans
objects for their colors and emits sounds for Harbisson to perceive. Hearing the sound of color.

Neil Harbisson - http://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/32029/title/The-Sound-ofColor/

Week 2

discussion

Synaesthesia - The Taste, Smell, Sound and Touch of Color
Using other senses to gain insight into color expression
Synesthesia or union of the senses, is a neurological phenomenon in which stimulation of one sensory
or cognitive pathway leads to automatic, involuntary experiences in a second sensory or cognitive
pathway. Psychologists and neuroscientists study synesthesia not only for its
inherent appeal, but also for the insights it
may give into cognitive and
perceptual processes.

sketchbook
exercise

Paint a Taste, Smell.
Gesturally paint non-objective portrait that
best decribes the taste of an orange or the
smell of Cinamon. Pick colors contrasts and
combinations

Week 2
discussion

Reading/Artists

Seeing a Quality of Light
Create a color environment that affects the viewer phenomenologically (many senses). Describe a
more overall, nebulus Quality of a space through color. Compare sunrise/mid-day/sunset.
Olafur Eliasson's - The Weather Project
Ernesto Nero - Walking In Venus Blue 2001,
Bruce Nauman - Green Lighted Corridor
Diana Thater Diana Thater, Untitled Video wall, 2008, Diana Thater Discussion on Re-Title
Doug Wheeler - Light and Space Movement, James Turrell, Robert Irwin, Mary Corse, Eric Orr,
Jessica Steinkamp, Bill Viola
Public Standard Time Performance/Public Art Judy Chicago, Lloyd Hamrol -Disappearing Environments
Do Ho Suh Fabric Residencies - Architizer

Week 2

Vertigo Spin - Lighting PPattern
with Color Temperature

discussion

Using single or multiple light sources, in multiple positions, take portrait pictures showing different
moods and expressions. Use light to define what is portrayed. Match lighting position and color
temperature to facial expression and hand movement.

exercise

Video Sketch three different versions of same subject with different lighting /color temp - Media of
Choice - as long as it can develop rich blacks.
Three Point Lighting - What its uses are, and how to achieve it for Cinematography or Still
Photography - Key Light, Fill Light, Hair Light.
Film 101 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_Sov3xmgwg
Nacho Guzman Video - Sparkles and Wine -

Week 2
discussion

Light as Expression - Overall Tone, Ranges, and Contrast
High-key lighting is a style of lighting that aims to reduce the lighting ratio present in the scene
and often used to suggest an upbeat mood. High-key lighting is usually quite homogeneous and free
from dark shadows. The terminology comes from the key light (main light)
Low key light accentuates the contours of an object by throwing areas into shade while a fill light
or reflector may illuminate the shadow areas to control contrast. There is a predominance of
shadowy areas. It tends to heighten the sense of alienation felt by the viewer, hence is commonly
used inGerman Expressionism, film noir and horror genres.

LOW KEY

video

HIGH KEY

Watch Film Noir, Cinema Paradiso or Early German Expressionist Example - as low-key dramatic
visual expression

Week 2

Painting Light - Lights
WHITE - LIGHT as it’s subject. Painting that incorporates mostly tints, low/high key values and
contrasts of dark and light hues. Showing depth, subtle mood and atmosphere. Color Changes in
time. Acrylic on Canvas.

Reading/Artists

Week 2

Robert Rauschenburg - Erased De Kooning - 1953
Robert Ryman. Untitled (1958), Agnes Martin. Untitled No. 17. 1997, Mark Bradford. White
Berthe_Morisot,_Le_Berceau_(The_Cradle),_1872, Camille Pissarro, Alfred Sisley, Georgia O’Keefe

Painting Light - Darks
Low Key. Paint a picture that has BLACK -DARK as it’s subject. Painting that incorporates mostly
shades, low key values and contrasts of dark hues. Showing depth, subtle mood and atmosphere.
Color Changes in time. Acrylic on Canvas.
Malevich - Black Square, Ad Rhienhart Discussion , Robert Raushenburg

Week 2

discussion

Reading/Artists

demo

Painting Light
PPattern
- Glazing Techniques
Glazing Techniques - A glaze is simply a thin, transparent
layer of paint. Glazing is simply building up color by
applying thin, transparent layers, one of top of another.
Wilcox, Michael. Glazing. Color Publishing. 2014
Mayer, Ralph. The Artist’s Handbook of Materials and
Techniques. Viking Penguin, New York, NY. 1940

Layering many thin layers of wash over a base tone.
Creating shimmering, realistic Lights (not just whites
but ALL lights) and deep, rich darks with contrast and
variation of Hue and Value.
how to mix glazes that shift colors, adjust depth, add volume, refine brushstrokes and more so you
can experiment with your paints, refine your work, expand your painting boundaries

exercise

Loves me, Loves me not
Paint a White Rose with everything BUT white. Acrylic Glazes, Underpainting. Small Canvas Board

Week 2

Painting Light - Transparencies
Read Albers- Interaction of Color – ppgs. 24-38. Discuss Albers theories on Transparence and Spatial
Illusions. Middle Mixtures.

Reading/Artists

Metelli, F. The perception of transparency. Scientific American 230: 91-98. 1974
Tudor-Hart, B. Studies in Transparency, Form and Color. Psychologische Forschung X: 255-298. 1928
Singh, Manish. Toward a Perceptual Theory of Transparency. MIT
Transparancy Tricks for Illustrator/Photoshop
Metelli, F. The perception of transparency. Scientific American 230: 91-98. 1974
Tudor-Hart, B. Studies in Transparency, Form and Color. Psychologische Forschung X: 255-298. 1928
http://www.transparencynow.com- Transparency on a Philosophical/Cultural/Media Level
National Geographic Gallery of Transluscent Creatures

Hyper Real - Photo-Realists read much more
Hammer Museum(UCLA) Discussion on Marilyn Minter Marilyn Minter/Madonna Candy Sticky Sweet Tour
Audrey Flack , Richard Estes. Times Square. 2005, Janet Fish, Janet Fish. Bertolli Bottles. 1971
NY Times article on Photo-Realism Vivian Raynor , Erich Christenson, Ralph Goings, John Baeder,
Taylor, John Russel and Bollaert, Maggie. Exactitude: Hyperrealist Art Today . Thames & Hudson, 2009
Bredekamp, Horst, Hyperrealism - One Step Beyond. Tate Museum, Publishers, UK. 2006.
Meisel, Louis K and Chase, Linda. Photorealism At the Millennium. Harry N. Abrams, NY 2002
Realistic Portrait in Illustrator Tutorial - Gradient Mesh. CreativeBush
CG Realism Gallery - Gradient Mesh , Gradient Mesh Tutorial Illustrator/Photoshop

Painting Light - Paint Transparency
PPattern

Take pix of Light through transparent object,
e.g. glass, water, etc. Acrylic on Canvas
Middle Mixtures
Simultaneous Contrast
Environmental Reflections

Week 2

discussion

Reading/Artists

Week 2

discussion

exercise

Don’t be Afraid of the Dark
PPattern
- Murky Paintings
Tenebrism, from the Italian, tenebroso (murky), also called dramatic illumination, is a style of
painting using very pronounced chiaroscuro, where there are violent contrasts of light and dark, and
where darkness becomes a dominating feature of the image. The technique was developed to add
drama to an image through a spotlight effect, and was popular during the Baroque period of painting
Caravaggio and Tenebrism, Georges de La Tour, Judith Leyster, Goya, Rembrandt, José de Ribera,
Artemisia Gentileschi , Goya”s Dark Etchings From a Past Full of Horrors - NYTimes 2011, Francisco
Goya,

From the Dark - Mysterious Places- Quinta del Sordo
Francisco Goya : The Black Paintings (Spanish: Pinturas negras) is the name given to a group of
fourteen paintings from the later years of his life, likely between 1819 and 1823. They portray intense,
haunting themes, reflective of both his fear of insanity and his bleak outlook on humanity.
Paint your own version of insanity from the depths of dark. Acrylic on Canvas. Glazes to get rich,
luminous darks as context.

Week 2
discussion

exercise

From the Dark - Flicker
PPattern
and Glow- Candle Paintings
Tenebrism is sometimes applied to other seventeenth-century painters including Georges de La Tour,
who painted many images lit by a single candle, Gerrit van Honthorst, and Rembrandt. In Flanders
Adam de Coster was recognized as a leading tenebrist who excelled in scenes in which a single candle
has its light blocked by an object

Paint a group of objects with a single small light source such as a candle. Challenge to capture the
flicker, movement and the warm glow of candle-light. Acrylic on Canvas.

PPattern
From the Dark - In Praise
of Shadows
“We find beauty not in the thing itself but in the patterns of shadows,
the light and the darkness, that one thing against another creates…
Were it not for shadows, there would be no beauty.” - J. Tanizaki

Tanizaki, Junichiro. In Praise of Shadows, Leetes Island Books, 1933
Stoichita, Victor. Short History of the Shdow. Reaktion Books, 1997
Casali, Roberto. Shadows: Unlocking Their Secrets, From Plato to Our Time.
Vintage, 2004
Casslman, Bert (ed). The Sublime Void: On the Memory of the Imagination.
New York,Ludison. 1995
W. Eugene Smith, Josef Koudelka, Diane Arbus, Garry Winogrand Lothar Wolleh.
Annie Leibovitz, Floria Sigismondi and Ralph Gibson, Sue Coe

Exercise - Attempt to match the layered depths of red in laquered
Japanese bowls in warm light.
The Layered Life of Laquer
http://www.brainpickings.org/2015/05/28/in-praise-of-shadows-tanizaki/

Week 2

discussion

Reading/Artists

Impressions - A Moment of Color
Impressionist painting characteristics include relatively small, thin, yet visible brush strokes, open
composition, emphasis on accurate depiction of light in its changing qualities (often accentuating the
effects of the passage of time), ordinary subject matter, inclusion of movement as a crucial element of
human perception and experience, and unusual visual angles. Wiki: Impressionism

Post-Impressionism developed from Impressionism. During the 1880s several artists began to
develop different precepts for the use of colour, pattern, form, and line, derived from the
Impressionist example: Vincent van Gogh, Paul Gauguin, Georges Seurat, and Henri de ToulouseLautrec.

Georges Suerat, Michel Eugene Chevruel and The Neo Impressionists and Divisionism
Neo-impressionists used disciplined networks of dots and blocks of color in their desire to instill a
sense of organization and permanence.In further defining the movement, Seurat incorporated the
recent explanation of optic and color perceptions.

Week
discussion

A Moment of Color - Optical Mixing - Seeing Average
Considerations of Color relations as experience. How color behaves or is perceived next to or
interspersed with another color. In Painting, Optical mixing is a term that refers to the idea that the
coloured light mixes "in the eye" of the observer. Often this form of Visual Mixing, particularly when
understood in concert with other Visual Principles such as the felt movement and rhythm of a
brushstroke, is considered more active and dynamic than physical mixing the paint*
When the stimuli can not be distinguished because they are too small, the process is spatial optical
mixing, as for example of the RGB subpixels on a computer screen, or finely interspersed dots of ink
in a printed image.When the stimuli can not be distinguished because they are moving too fast, the
process is temporal optical mixing, for example of the colours of a spinning disc.
Zak Freeman. Jerry. 2011

discussion

Mary-Ellen Croteau. Portrait (bottle caps)

Optical Mixing as Perception. Seeing Average
When light is reflected from objects, i.e. printed or
painted dots and spinning discs, the additive mixing
is of a particular kind known as averaging colourstimulus synthesis. Avereging is adding all of the
color information in a given area - amount and
luminosity of Hue, Value and Saturation into a visual
mix.
The perception of the color in that total mix is
the average of everything combined.

exercise

Color Dot (Hole Punch) Collages to work towards seeing color experiences together as a whole.
Percieving color actively, dynamically. Trace large scale object on heavy board, glue different colors of
dots. Layering and mixing

Week 2

A Moment of Color - Layering - Half-Tones Exercises
Halftone is the reprographic technique that simulates continuous tone imagery through the use of
dots, varying either in size or in spacing, thus generating a gradient like effect
the halftone process reduces visual
reproductions to an image that is printed
with only one color of ink, in dots of
differing size (amplitude modulation) or
spacing (frequency modulation). This
reproduction relies on a basic optical
illusion: the tiny halftone dots are blended
into smooth tones by the human eye
Color Halftoning is also commonly used for
printing color pictures. The general idea is
the same, by layering and varying the
density of the four secondary printing
colors, cyan, magenta, yellow and black
(abbreviation CMYK), any particular shade
can be reproduced.

sketchbook

Half-Tones Exercises
Take three pictures of objects. Run them through the Photoshop Color Halftone filter. Grid each
photo .25. Notice how much of each color, layering (to get other colors), and positioning/density each
box needs to average or perceptually appear as a part of that object. From the INFO box, note each
amount of RGB hues in proportion. Match these with the appropriate amounts of RGB paint.

Week 2

discussion

A Moment of Color - Close
PPattern
Encounters

Chuck Close
is an American painter and photographer who achieved fame as a photorealist,
through his massive-scale portraits. Close is known for using creative and intricate
patterns to portray a human portrait
Close’ portraiture suggests a means for exploring unsettling aspects of how self identity is always a
composite and highly constructed, if not ultimately conflicted fiction.

Chuck Close is globally renowned for reinvigorating the art of portrait painting from the late 1960s to
the present day, an era when photography had been challenging painting's former dominance in this
area, and succeeding in steadily gaining critical appreciation as an artistic medium in its own right.
Close emerged from the 1970s painting movement of Photorealism, also known as Super-Realism, but
then moved well beyond its initially hyper-attentive rendering of a given subject to explore how
methodical, system-driven portrait painting based on photography's underlying processes (over its
superficial visual appearances) could suggest a wide range of artistic and philosophical concepts. In
addition, Close's personal struggles with dyslexia and subsequently, partial paralysis, have suggested
real-life parallels to his professional discipline, as though his methodical and yet also quite intuitive
methods of painting are inseparable from his own daily reckoning with the body's own vulnerable,
material condition.
Close's dependence on the grid as a metaphor for his analytical processes, which suggest that the
"whole" is rarely more (or less) than the sum of its parts, is a conceptual equivalent for the camera's
analytical, serial approach to any given subject. Every street-smart, colorful Polaroid is as much a
time-based and fragmentary gesture as any more laborious stroke of the painter's brush in the
cloistered studio.
http://www.theartstory.org/artist-close-chuck.htm
J. G. Ravin and P. M. Odell. Pixels and Painting: Chuck Close and the Fragmented Image. Arch
Ophthalmol 126, 1148-1151. 2008

sketchbook
exercise

Color mixing Comparing the experience and action of Optical vs Physical color mixing. Paint value and
hue changes in both physical mixing form and for comparison, a dotted, optical mixing.

project

discussion

PPattern
A Moment of Color - Optical
Mixing Portrait
The experience of color over time, as separate individual instances. How Color stacks as Experience.
Color mixing: Optical vs Physical. Paint value and hue changes creating form. Painting back to front.
Background to foreground.

DIRECTIONS FOR OPTICAL-MIXING PORTRAIT
GRID PHOTO

SAME GRID - 2X
OVER CANVAS

PAINT BACKGROUND COLOR FIRST LAYER.
VARY COLOR EACH BOX - DYNAMIC
UNDERTONES. PAINT THIN COAT. SEE SHAPES

PLAN SHAPES OVER KEY AREAS
STACK THEM OR USE EDGES AS IMPLIED LINE

PAINT 2 SHAPES - DIFFERENT HUE AND VALUE OVER THE BACKGROUND COLOR.
EACH BOX OVERALL AVERAGE OR IMPRESSION
OF LIGHT AT THAT SPOT

THE COLOR OF SPACE
Week 2
discussion

Painting Balance - Contrasts
Compositional Space – Seeing the Big Picture – Content and Meaning. The Grid. Picture plane. The
Edge. Discussion of Balance, Emohasis, Unity, Proportion and Scale, and other Spatial Relations.
Symmetrical vs. Asymmetrical Contrast and Balance used as description. Juxtaposition of effects,
ideas, concepts and metaphors, Striking a balance between contrasts of any kind, towards a whole,
an overall, true understanding of meaning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJ1SDXbij8Y

Week 2

discussion

Starting Point of View
All laws of viewing historically begin with a single point of view. An eye height reference level that all
things can be compared, judged and understood. Visual perceptive methods such as depth cues and
perspective are concieved based on this stationary viewpoint

Week 2

discussion

Cueing Depth - Spatial Cues

Week 2
discussion
exercise

Reading/Artists

Cueing Depth - Background,
PPatternMidground, Foreground
Focal length. Make a model/still-life that includes all three areas - Background-Midground and
Foreground - of a scene . Depth Cues. Tilt-Shift Photography. Decide which area is most important to
your story and blur the rest.

Joseph Cornell. Hotel Eden, Kris- Kros. Tilt-Shift Photography, Gnomes. Depth of Field,
Snononoko. Miniature Model of Traffic Jam
Using Z-Depth into Alpha Channel to hand paint/focus photos
Good CG tutorial from Lemathmath compositing/depth of field
Wiki: Hudson River School
Albert Bierstadt: Complete Works, John William Casilear, Frederic Edwin Church, Thomas Cole, Samuel Colman,
Jasper Francis Cropsey, Thomas Doughty, Robert Duncanson, Asher Brown Durand
Joseph Cornell
Joanna Goddard plays with the depth of field in Van Gogh

Week 2
discussion
exercise

Animated Background -PPattern
Parallax - Value as Distance
Showing Distance with Value and Motion. Work on values changes within Background, Midground and
Forground of a landscape. Draw each as seperate Layers. Place each layer into Photoshop (or any
motion graphic program - e.g. Final Cut, iMotion, Premier, After Effects). Shift or Pan each layer at
different speeds according to the perceptual phenomena of Parallax - farthest slowest- closest fastest

Week 2

discussion
exercise

Reading/Artists

I Live Here - Painting the Environment
PPattern
as You
Setting up a color symbolism, forms and structure to relate you (the subject) and the background.
Blend Modes in Photoshop. Compositing and Combining.

Medieval India Mughal Miniature Paintings
Krzysztof Wodiczko "The Tijuana Projection," 2001
Public projection at the Centro Cultural de Tijuana, Mexico (as part of In-Site 2000)
Aida Sulova, Garbage Problem in Kyrgstan, 2012
Romare Bearden - Mecklenburg Morning 1990
Baburnama Miniature Painting - Memoirs of Babur 1525

video

Vik Munoz - Wasteland

Week 2

Reading/Artists

discussion
exercise

Painting in Persective

Wiki:Perspective
Dubery, Fred and Willats, John. Perspective and Other Drawing
Systems. New York, n.p. 1983
Montague, John. Basic Perspective Drawing/ A Visual Approach. NY,
Van Nostrand Reinhold. 1985
Walters Nigel and Bromham, John. Principles of Perspective. New
York, Watson-Gupill. 1974
Anatomy, Physiology & Pathology of the Human Eye
A few cultural considerations on fixed-point perspective:
Hegel, Lacan and Sartre and The "Other"
Beauvoir, Simone The Second Sex. Vintage Books, 1973
Postcolonial Theory
Flood, J. Rock Art of the Dreamtime: Images of Ancient Australia,
Sydney: Angus & Robertson. 1997
Mysticism and Vision in Latin American Art
Chinese Perspective in Cyberspace
The International Museum of Collage, Assemblage and Construction
http://maryadamart.com/Cubism_The_Big_Picture.htm
Golding, John, Cubism: A History and an Analysis, 1907—1914, 3rd
edition. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, p. 39.
1988
Mertz, Dada Collage, Raoul Hausmann, Hannah Hoch, Cezanne,
Picasso, Braque
Romare Bearden , Faith Ringghold, Man Ray, Marcel Duchamp,
Nicholas Parks

Week 2

discussion
sketchbook
exercise

Reading/Artists

homework

Un-Fixing your Point of View - Seeing in Change
Compositing space. Variation of space-time: reading a thing all the way around. How reading things
in time, spacing and rhythm gives them volume and mass. Cubism.
Multiple View Collage, compositing movement arcs, emphasis points, rhythm.

The International Museum of Collage, Assemblage and Construction
http://maryadamart.com/Cubism_The_Big_Picture.htm
Golding, John, Cubism: A History and an Analysis, 1907—1914, 3rd edition. Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, p. 39. 1988
Mertz, Dada Collage, Raoul Hausmann, Hannah Hoch, Cezanne, Picasso, Braque, Francis Bacon,
Robert Rauschenburg, Romare Bearden , Faith Ringghold

Cubism Notes

Week 2

discussion
exercise

Painting Time - David Hockney’s
Joiners
PPattern
David Hockneys Multi-View Photo-Painting Project - See Handout
Gathering the VISUAL elements of the story or context. Using either a Digital or 35 mm camera, you will take
at least 72 shots of a particular scene. Similar to David Hockney’s Photo-Paintings, consider shooting multiple
shots of the same thing with slight variation. Shoot multiple viewpoints, values, perspectives, depths and
expressions

Photo-Montage. Using David Hockney’s Photo Painting as examples, work on creating a balanced
composition based on pattern, rhythm, movement, citing space, Understanding how this relates to
the visual concept of time.

Week 2

discussion

Reading/Artists

Weave Paintings - Simultaneity
PPattern
Photo Collage - weave slices of pictures from a number of similar objects together into one overall
picture. Emphasize the change in POV from each slice. Paste results in Sketchbook.
Kendra Smith - http://davidsamuelstern.com/wovenportraits/

Week 2

discussion

Reading/Artists

Liquid Relationships - Painting
PPattern Chance - Inkblots Canvas
Figure-Ground Relationships, Positive/Negative space. Understanding the perceptual phenomena of
Equivocation. Transformation. The relationship between, Figure and Ground. Defining what is there by
what is not there. Blending shadows and object.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rorschach_inkblot_test
http://www.rorschachinkblottest.com/inktest.php
Exner, J.E. The Rorschach: Basic Foundations and Principles of Interpretation: Volume 1. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley. 2002
Decalcomania and Grattage – Max Ernst
Breton and Surrealists, William Blake,
Odilon Redon,

John Cage - Aesthetics of Chance
Article about process orientated art
(Yuriko Yamaguchi) by Paula Owen
in Art LIes
Wiki: Process Art
Lynda Benglis, Chris Drury, Eva
Hesse, Barry Le Va, Bruce Nauman,
Robert Morris, Richard Serra, Keith
Sonnier

exercise

Grattage, Decalomania, Frottage and other "Chance"-based creative tools. Blending shadows and
object. Paint play. This will be a series.

Momento Mori - Story with Two Meanings
discussion:

The Real Picture. Allegory, Metaphor and Symbologies
Metaphorical Photo-Realistic Still Life. Considering
compositional structure and balance. Color Harmonies, Contrast/
Movement, Color Shapes, Positive/Negative Space, Figure/Ground
Relationships. Begin preparations for Metaphorical Portrait as
Landscape. Metaphor as content source. Discuss Symbols and
their importance. Allegory and Mythology as content source.
Pulling all together, we will work on a Vanitas Still-Life from a
photograph.
Allegory is a form of extended metaphor, in which objects,
persons, and actions in a narrative, are equated with the meanings
that lie outside the narrative itself. The underlying meaning has
moral, social, religious, or political significance, and characters are
often personifications of abstract ideas as charity, greed, or envy.
Thus an allegory is a story with two meanings, a literal meaning and
a symbolic meaning. - Cyber English Term Definitions
Damien Hirst - For the Love of God

Avoiding Black – not dark, but black. Limiting palette. Thin to thick. UnderPainting, glazing, scumbling. Oil on Canvas.
Rendering Demo: Working with an Under-Painting. Building Contrasts.
Rendering Metal, Glass, Wood, Water.

Reading/Artists

Religious symbolism of the sixteenth century , icons
Mitchell, W.J.T. Iconology: Image, Text, Ideology. University of Chicago
Press, Chicago. 1986
Wolf, Dr. Norbert and Haustein-Bartsch, Dr. Eva, eds. Icons, Taschen, NY. 2006
Allegory- Literal Meaning and Symbolic Meaning
wiki:Vanitas
Wiki: The History of Still Life Painting
Wall Frescos of Pompeii, Herculaneum, Early trompe l’oeil, Vanitas, Giotto and religious niches, Jan van Eyck, 17th
century Women painters Giovanna Garzoni, Laura Bernasconi, and Fede Galizia, Dutch “Breakfast” Paintings,
Spanish austere Bodegones painting, Rocococo/French trompe l’oeil, Jean-Baptiste Chardin, American trompe l’oeil
-Charles Willson Peale, William Michael Harnett, Martin Johnson Heade, Giorgio Morandi,

Wiki: Claudio Bravo
Jean-Baptiste Chardin,
Giorgio Morandi
William Bailey

Week 2

discussion

Self-Portraits - Ego - Expression - Honest Seeing
A self-portrait is a representation of an artist, drawn, painted, photographed, or sculpted by that
artist. Although self-portraits have been made by artists since the earliest times, it is not until the
Early Renaissance in the mid-15th century that artists can be frequently identified depicting
themselves as either the main subject, or as important characters in their work.
Each human reason contains the self-portrait, which contains the self-appraisal of cognitive
processes, consiousness, the sensation of authorship and responsibility of one's own actions….
……read lots more - Wiki:Self-Portrait

Reading/Artists

Joanna Woodall, Self Portrait. Renaissance to Contemporary. National Portrait Gallery, London
Jan Van Eyck, Albrecht Durher, Leonardo Da Vinci, Rembrandt, Gustave Courbet, Vincent Van Gogh,
Egon Sheile, Frida Kahlo, Chuck Close, Alice Neel, Angry Whistler

Cindy Sherman Interview from The Guardian - London
Cindy Sherman...Narrative Portraits
Getty Bio Lucas, Samaras
Yasumasa Morimura

Project

discussion

Self-Portraits - Discovering You
Gigantic You…Your Wild Side. Work bigger, badder
and bolder. consider brush work, gesture, motive,
expression, narrative, symbology.
Expressing yourself Honestly for everyone to see and
how to work past the shyness, ego into discovery.
Painting MUST be at least 4’ x 6’. Big Brushes,
Big Canvas, Lots of Paint. Acrylic on
unstretched canvas, panel, or cardboard.

Reading/Artists

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-portrait - start here for a historical overview of artists self portraits.
Rembrandt, Van Gogh, Matisse, Gustave Courbet, Egon Schiele, Lucas Samaras, Cindy Sherman,
Edward Lucie-Smith with Sean Kelly. The Self Portrait: A Modern View. 1987
Belle, Julian, Ed. Five Hundred Self-Portraits. Phaidon Press, London, 2000

Week 2

Double Portraits - Double Reaction - Psychological Space
Painting psychological forces between people. Reaction. Emotion. Interaction.

Week 2

Myth-Making - You, Only More
Creating the Absurd. What would you be if you could be anything?
Use the symbologies of color, shape, line and texture, to visually
explain and rise above the mundane. Character Building.
Mythologies. Universal Archetypes. Universal vs the Personal
Symbology. Folk-Lore. Modern Myth-Making: Fantasy Novels,
Manga, Urban Legends. Dream Analysis.
The main characters in myths are usually gods, supernatural heroes and
humans. Many societies have two categories of traditional narrative, "true
stories" or myths, and "false stories" or fables.Creation myths generally take
place in a primordial age, when the world had not yet achieved its current
form, and explain how the world gained its current form and how customs,
institutions and taboos were established.....They may arise
as overelaborated accounts of historical events, as allegory for
or personification of natural phenomena, or as an explanation of ritual.

Create Animal Totems in collage, looking closely at feathers, scales,
etc. Pay particular attention to transitions between structures,
functions of the parts. Give your creations names, an environment,
give them purpose, eating habits, do they fly, swim, run fast, strong and why. Use these forms to
build symbologies and metaphorical ideas.

http://austinkleon.com/2008/05/15/the-power-of-myth-and-joseph-campbell-on-art-making/

Hieronymus Bosch. Hell (detail). 1546, Wiki: Hieronymus Bosch
John Pylypchuck. These Things Always End With Thirty Snakes In Your Face. 1997,
Max Ernst. The Triumph of Surrealism. 1935
George Condon, Liz Craft, Matthew Monihan, John Pylypchuck
Wiki: Surrealism - explore the wide variety of Links. Lots to learn here
Surrealist Manifesto by Andre Breton , What is Surrealism? Lecture by Andre Breton ,
Surrealism Timeline. Centre Pompidou
Yves Tanquey, Salvadore Dali, Max Ernst, Man Ray, Giorgio de Chirico, Joan Miró, Francis Picabia, Luis
Buñuel, Alberto Giacometti, Valentine Hugo, Méret Oppenheim, Toyen, Rene Magritte, Arthur
Rimbaud, Guillaume Apollinaire, Roberto Matta
MoMA: James Ensor , Tyrus on James Ensor
Wiki: Mythology
Campbell, Joeseph. The Power of Myth. New York: Doubleday, 1988.
Joseph Campbell, Carl Jung, Vico, Schelling, Schiller, Freud, Lévy-Bruhl, Lévi-Strauss, Frye
Armstrong, Karen. Short History of Myth. Knopf Canada, 2006.
Bascom, William. The Forms of Folklore: Prose Narratives in 'Sacred Narrative: Readings in the Theory
of Myth. Ed. Alan Dundes. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984. 5-29.
Bulfinch, Thomas. Bulfinch's Mythology. Whitefish: Kessinger, 2004.
Doty, William. Myth: A Handbook. Westport: Greenwood, 2004.
Indick, William. Classical Heroes in Modern Movies: Mythological Patterns of the Superhero. Journal of
Media Psychology 9.3 (2004): 93-95. York University Libraries.
Frazer, James. The Golden Bough. New York: Macmillan, 1922.
Koven, Mikel J. Folklore Studies and Popular Film and Television: a Necessary Critical Survey. Journal
of American Folklore 116.460 (2003): 176-195

CONTEMPORARY COLOR
Painting examples that transpose the qualities and processes
of color onto a variety of contemporary media – including
installation, film, sound, sculpture, photography, video,
and performance.
The Final Project will be a challenge to come up with
painting that cite other forms of space such as
linear, time-based, emotive, electronic, interactive,
etc.
Media/Support open to discussion. Painting can be
in Proposal Form. Will require some writing and
research.
Grading:
50%
50%

Painting
Research Component: Theory and Examples

Ana Mendieta

Week 2

Final Project Research Start
Is there Anything Left to Paint?
Peter schedahl2005http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/01/05/take-time
John Cage, Tonico Lemos Auad, Ana Mendieta, Francis Alÿs, Kim Keever, The Center for Land Use Interpretation,
Clare Churchouse, Marc Dombrosky, Mark Fox, Mark Lombardi, Anthony Luensman, Marco Maggi, Ryan McNamara,
Vik Muniz, Danica Phelps, Type A, Georgina Valverde, Pablo Vargas Lugo, Holly Zausner.
Sol Lewitt, James Turell, Robert Irwin, Bruce Nauman, Matthew Ritchie, Robert Longo, Andy Goldsworthy

We Feel Fine - interactive exploration of human emotion
LED Bike wheel images - instructions
Experiential Art: The Construction of Experience
Hindu-South India Kolam
Drawing with Sound
Interactive Street Pacman Game - PacManhattan

Instructions for Jason Eppink's Pixelator
Amsterdam: City a Glow
Paul Sharits. Ray Gun Virus
<a href=“">Oskar Fischinge SpaceLightArt- Film projections from the 1920's
Clock/Time as Color Changes Web Color Performance/Art Activity. A Moment of Color</a>
How to Hack LED Christmas Lights
Schwaub, Barry. Vitamin P: New Perspectives in Painting. Phaidon Press, 2004
Colony of color totems
Holzwarth, Hans Werner, ed. Art Now Vol. 3. Taschen, NY. 2008
Bruce Nauman: Mapping the Studio, Fat Chance John Cage. NY Times
LED Bike wheel images - Instructions
Experiential Art: The Construction of Experience
Draw soundscapes: vOICe Interactive
<a href="">Interactive Street Pacman Game - PacManhattan</a>
<a href="Klein “Anthropometries”">Yves Klein, UbuWeb: Klein “Anthropometries”</a>
Janine Antoni, Andy Goldworthy</box>

Some Painting Vocabulary

Additive: Colors made by light, the additive primaries are red, green, and yellow
After-image: The illusion of a visual complementary color image that occurs after staring at a hue,
then shifting the gaze to a plain white surface.
Analogous hues: Colors that lie next to each other on the color wheel.
Attributes of Color: The three main description or properties of colors, namely, hue, value, and
intensity.
Balanced Color: Colors that are balanced by their complements and carried across theory values and
intensities.
Biocular Vision: Two retinal images, one from each eye, melded by the brain’s visual system into a
single image that appears three-dimensional.
Chroma: The degree of purity or brilliance of a color.
Chromaticity: A term interchangeable with chroma, saturation, and intensity.
Color constancy: The psychological tendency to see colors we expect to see even when the actual
colors are different.
Color harmony: The pleasing result of balanced color relationships.
Color scheme: A set of colors chosen to combine within a composition.
Color wheel: A two-dimensional circular arrangement of colors that reveals color relationships of
spectral hues.
Complement, complementary: Colors that lie opposite each other on the color wheel. Placing them
side enhances the brilliance of both;
Composition: The arrangement of shapes, spaces, lights, darks, and colors within the format of an
artwork.
Cool colors: Colors that connote the coolness of water, dusk and vegetation: usually violets, blues,
and greens.
Crosshatching: A method of shading by using short parallel lines, often in superimposed sets of lines
crossed at various angles to darken an area.
Double complementary: A color combination of four hues: two sets of complements such as red/
green and blue/violet/yellow-orange.
Dyad: A color scheme based on two colors
Glaze: A transparent film of color painted over another color.
Grisaille: A method of painting that uses shades of gray in an underpainting to establish the value
structure of a composition.
Hue: The name of a color.
Intensity: The brightness or dullness of a color; also called chroma, chromaticity, and saturation.
Line: A narrow mark that defines the edges of spaces and shapes in a composition. Line can also be
used for shading, as in crosshatching.
Local color: The actual color seen on objects or persons.
Luminosity: In painting, the illusion of radiance or glow.
Monochromatic: In painting, a work based on variations of one color
Monocular vision: By closing or covering one eye, the brain receives a single image, which appears to
be flat like a photograph.
Negative spaces: In art, the shapes that surround the objects; sometimes considered background
shapes.
Palette: A surface for holding pigments and providing space for mixing paints.
Perceptual color: The actual colors of objects and persons.
Pictorial color: The adjustments to perceptual color needed to bring a color composition into unity
balance, and harmony.
Pigment: Dry color ground to a fine powder and mixed with a liquid for use as a painting medium.
Primary colors: Colors that cannot be mixed from any other colors—for example, red, yellow, and
blue.
Reflected color: Color reflected from one surface to another.
Saturation: A term signifying the brightness or dullness of a color: used interchangeably with
intensity, chroma, and chromaticity.
Secondary Colors: Colors that are mixtures of two primaries—for example, mixing yellow and red
(theoretically) makes orange.
Shade, shading: In Ostwald’s model, color changes made by adding black, thus decreasing the
proportion of the original color.
Simultaneous contrast: The effect of one color on an adjacent color.

Spectrum, spectral hues: The sequence of colors seen in a rainbow or in the colors created by
passing light through a prism.
Style: An artist’s personal, usually recognizable, manner of working with images and art materials.
Subtractive color: Pigments and pigment mixtures used in painting that absorb all wavelengths
except those of the color or colors apparent to the eye.
Successive contrast: Interchangeable with after-image.
Tertiary colors: Colors made by mixing a primary and its adjacent secondary (thus three colors)—for
example, the tertiary yellow-orange results from mixing the primary yellow and the secondary orange.
Tetrad: A color scheme based on four hues equidistant on the color wheel—for example, green,
yellow-orange, red, and blue-violet.
Tint: A light value of the color
Toned ground: A thin wash of a neutral color on a surface to prepare it for painting.
Triad: A color scheme based on three colors equally spaced from each other on the color wheel—for
example, yellow, red, and blue.
Underpainting: A preliminary toning of the surface to be painted, often somewhat more detailed
than a toned ground.
Unity: The ruling principle of art and design, which all parts of an artwork contribute to the
harmonious unity of the whole.
Value: The degree of lightness or darkness of a color.
Warm colors: Colors associated with heat or fire, such as red, orange, and yellow.

Week 2

Types of Paint
Oil paint is pigment mixed with a linseed oil binder. Oil paint is thinned with turpentine or a mixture
of turpentine, linseed oil or sometimes mineral oil. Oil paintings are known for their deep rich tones
and is a classic medium used for centuries. Oils take weeks to dry and should be sealed with a varnish
after several months. Some artists do not varnish their paintings for a year. Clean up is with
turpentine.
Watercolor is a popular paint for it’s easy clean up and beautiful translucent colors. Pigments are
water based and mixed with gum Arabic as a binder. There are many techniques used to gain
interesting effects. Watercolor paints can be blotted and easily lifted from the paper. Watercolor is
most often done on archival paper with soft brushes. Paintings can be approached with a loose
transparent method or a tight illustration or graphic style. It is common to layer several washes to
gain a deeper, richer look. Watercolors come in blocks and tubes and are also great for children.
Acrylic paint is pigment mixed with a polymer binder and is water soluble. It is a versatile paint and
can be thinned with water or acrylic media extenders and gels. It can be used in a similar method as
water color using layers of washes and wet on wet techniques. It can also be used in a thick impasto.
There are a number of gel media that can be mixed with acrylic to give it a specific sheen or flat
finish. Also available are retarders that can be used to extend the drying time so that the artist has
more time to blend and mix colors on her canvas or paper. Once acrylic is dry it is permanent and can
not be lifted in the same way as water color. Unlike oil paint, acrylics dry quickly, however, there are
new acrylic paints on the market now that are slow drying and can be worked more like oils. Clean up
is with water but it is important to clean up while the paint is still wet on your brushes and surfaces.
Gouache is an opaque, somewhat chalky water based paint using gum Arabic as a binder. The
pigment that is used is a much larger particle than water color and has a white pigment mixed in that
gives it its opaque quality. It takes some practice painting with Gouache to get an even finished
consistency. It does not have the translucency that is required to paint layers of washes as artists
often do in water color painting. Illustrators and commercial artists often us gouache. It is also used
as a poster paint.

Casein is a paint that is based on the casein protein from cow’s milk. You will notice a unique smell to
casein. It is opaque and dries more evenly than gouache. It is often used as an under painting and in
murals. Casein emulsion is available to thin the paint or it can be thinned with water. Casein is not a
good choice for canvas as it dries to an inflexible finish. Masonite is a common substrate for casein
painting. Since casein dries to a matte finish, varnishes are available for a top coat if desired.
Tempera is pigment traditionally mixed with egg yolk but can also be mixed with white glue to make
poster paint. Egg tempera is an ancient medium and was the primary paint used during the
renaissance and medieval eras. Tempera dries to a matte finish and can be varnished to give it luster.
Authentic egg tempera can be purchased or made and is often used for icon paintings and under
paintings for oils. If you are a professional artist you may want to look for authentic, archival egg
tempera in tubes. Modern tempera paint, sometimes called poster paint, comes in jars of powder
pigment and in jugs with pump tops. It is commonly used in school art classes. The color range
includes fluorescents that appeal to children.
Encaustic is a very specialized painting technique. The name refers to the pigment and the technique.
Pigment is mixed with hot wax and applied to a substrate while the wax is still warm. There are a
number of formulas used and artists often develop their own mixtures using beeswax, resins and
linseed oil. Oil paints are sometimes used as the basic pigment mixed in with wax. Blocks of encaustic
color can be purchased ready to be melted and used. Heat guns, metal tins, heat plates and metal
tools are used. The painting can be reheated and manipulated as often as necessary.

